Homework 5

You may discuss any of the assignments with your classmates and tutors (or anyone else) but all work for all assignments must be entirely your own. Any sharing or copying of assignments will be considered cheating. If you get significant help from anyone, you should acknowledge it in your submission.

You should not use any features of Java that we did not cover in class.

Problem 1 (80 points): Matrix Reloaded

Matrix Class (60 points)

In this assignment, you will revisit the matrix from the last assignment. In this version you will encapsulate the data (i.e. two dimensional array) that represents the matrix and the operations that can be performed on it into a single class called Matrix. Your class should be able to handle matrices for which the number of rows and number of columns are between 1 and 5 (inclusive). If the client of the class attempts to create a matrix with fewer rows/columns, the number should default to 1 (do not print any error message). If the client of the class attempts to create a matrix with more rows/columns, the number should default to 5 (do not print any error message). These rules should be enforced by the constructors.

You will have two constructors.

The first constructor will take rows and columns as parameters and create the matrix filled with randomly generated integers in the range from -10 to 10 (inclusive). The row and column parameters should obey the criteria specified earlier in this assignment. If they are violated use the defaults as specified above.

The second constructor will take a 2d array as the argument and verify that it meets the criteria specified earlier in this assignment in terms of the size of each dimension of the array (i.e. the rows and columns). If the 2d array violates these rules you should generate a random matrix that sized according to the default size as specified earlier in the assignment.

HINT: verification and assignments should be performed by the class constructor, but can be delegated to methods. In other words, constructors can call methods on your class to do work.

The class should provide the methods that provide information about number of rows and number of columns of the matrix called getNumOfRows() and getNumOfColumns().

The class should provide methods for row max, column sum and transpose operations (see original matrix assignment), but with one difference - the transpose method should create a new modified matrix that replaces the matrix on which the operation is performed. HINT: this may involve “modifying” the dimensions of the matrix.

The class should provide a toString() method that returns a String object containing the representation of the matrix. The string should be multi-lined and contain the data organized into aligned columns.

The class should provide an add method. The method should take another matrix object as a parameter and modify the current object by adding to it the parameter object. Two matrices can be added only if they have the same shape (same number of rows and same number of columns). The method should return true, if the addition can be carried out and false, if it cannot. Two matrices that have the same shape are added by adding their corresponding entries together. For example: if matrix m1 is

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & 3 & -5 \\
0 & -4 & 2
\end{bmatrix}
\]

and matrix m2 is

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
3 & -4 & 5 \\
1 & -2 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\]

then a call to m1.add(m2) should return true and change m1 to be

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
4 & -1 & 0 \\
1 & -6 & 2
\end{bmatrix}
\]
If then we try to add matrix m3

\[ m3 = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \]

to m1 by calling m1.add(m3), the method should return false and m1 should not be changed.

The class should provide a multiply method. The method should take an integer as its parameter and modify the current object by multiplying each matrix entry by the value of the parameter.

**Driver/Test Class (20 points)**

Write a program containing the main() method that uses and tests your implementation of the Matrix class. To provide thorough testing, your main method should attempt ALL of the following tasks:

- Create several new matrices: one with the valid number of rows and columns (between 1 and 5, inclusive), one with the number of rows that is too small and one for which the number of rows is too large (and then the same thing for number of columns). Use getNumOfRows and getNumOfColumns to verify if the dimensions of all of the matrices were set according to the specification above.
- Create a matrix and apply to it the series of operations: columnSum, rowMax and transpose. Verify visually if the transformations are applied correctly.
- Create matrices of matching sizes and add them together. Print both matrices and their sum to verify if the operations are correct.
- Create matrices of different shapes. Try to add them together and verify that the method returns false and that the neither of the matrices was modified.
- Create a matrix and multiply it by different factors (positive, negative, zero). Verify visually that the operations were performed correctly.

The program should not require any user interaction.

Call your files: Matrix.java and TestMatrix.java.

**Problem 2 (20 points) Sorting Matrices**

Write a program containing the main() method that uses your implementation of the Matrix class.

- Add a new method to matrix called getMax which returns the highest value in the 2D array.
- Create an array of 5 Matrix objects with random dimensions.
- Print the string representation of each Matrix to System.out.
- Write a method based on selection sort that sorts matrix objects by the result of the getMax method and sort your array with it. You can find an implementation of selection sort in the lecture code. You simply have to modify it to work for Matrices.
- Again, print the string representation of each Matrix to System.out. Visually confirm that the matrices are sorted by getMax.

(Make sure that it is easy to read your output)

The program should not require any user interaction.

Call your files: SortingMatrices.java
Grading

Does the program compile? If not, you will lose all the points for that problem.

Is the program properly documented? (worth ~30% of each problem)

Proper documentation includes:

- Preamble with the name of the author, date of creation and brief description of the program;
- Appropriately chosen variable names, i.e., descriptive names;
- Comments inside the code describing steps needed to be taken to accomplish the goal of the program;
- Appropriate formatting, indentation and use of white space to make the code readable.

Remember that the code is read by humans and it should be easy to read for people who were not involved in its development.

Is the program well developed? (worth ~40% of each problem) The classes should represent particular things and only those things for which they are designed (it is not a good idea to add a method to a class just because you are not sure where else to put it). Make sure you create variables and data fields of appropriate types, use control statements (conditionals and loops) that are appropriate for the task, accomplish your task in a well designed and simple way (not a convoluted algorithm that happens to produce the correct output for some unknown reason). You should also design a friendly and informative user interface. The program must implement all the methods and classes mentioned above.

Is the program correct? (worth ~30% of each problem), Make sure that your program produces valid results that follow the specification of the problem every time it is run. At this point you can assume a ”well behaved user” who enters the type of data that you request, but the program has to verify if the values are within valid ranges. If the program is not completely correct, you get credit proportional to how well it is developed and how close you got it to the completely correct code.

What and how to submit?

You should submit three source code files compressed into a single zip file to NYU Classes. Do not submit all the files that Eclipse creates, just the source code files that have .java extension.

Questions

Post any questions you have regarding this assignment to Piazza.